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the prometheus movie the alien gospel deception - prometheus marks the return to the science fiction genre for ridley
scott who directed the films alien and blade runner considered two of the greatest sci fi movies of all time, indian in the
machine scotland fireball that lit up - scotland fireball that lit up nightsky causes strange time space electromagnetic
glitch on three cameras see for yourself 1 thanks to thornews for his hilarious informative reporting watch his video on this
strange time space glitch of the scotland fireball recorded on three cameras missing time, i predict what 12 global experts
believe you will see - over the last few decades celebrated theorists and philosophers have increasingly contemplated the
future of humanity through a predictive lens the meaning and purpose of our existence in light of the bible s end times
narrative, benjamin fulford the feds buy time but not much by - the federal reserve board crime syndicate called in their
last reserves last week in a desperate battle of the bulge maneuver to stave off their inevitable collapse their servants in the
bank of japan and their partners in the european central bank and the bis all promised to squeeze another 1 trillion out of
their, is donald trump the antichrist kingdom engineers - so what got me thinking is donald trump the antichrist shortly
after his candidate announcement speech in june 2015 i was listening to donald trump dt in an interview with anderson
cooper and he said he was going to take the oil to stop isis that was an interesting statement in which it reminded me of a
teaching several years ago while listening to perry stone talk about daniel, free on line books exopoliticshongkong - this
book is the first in depth authoritative look at the flying saucer phenomenon and is considered to this day to be one of the
best books on the subject ever written, the true nature of the forces of darkness and its - the true nature of the forces of
darkness and its interference and attacks the primary underlying cause of mental illness and overall human dysfunction,
brussell sprout gigantic celestial wrecking ball headed - a rogue planet known in ancient times as nibiru the destroyer
wormwood the frightener the terrible comet hercolubus and various other names is headed toward planet earth once again
and has already begun to spawn a series of global catastrophes, swordofwords7 htm 973whiterabbitz973 com - hamlet s
mill an essay investigating the origins of human knowledge and its transmission through myth giorgio de santillana and
hertha von dechend 1969, tell the lords of karma that you are sovereign no - it has been a while since i published a long
article and i have been working for many hours on this follow up to the august article why i am no longer a lightworker that
piece generated a lot of positive responses as well as tremendous resistance and scorn from those within the new c age
movement who are heavily invested in the illusions of the false light, keygar s korner keygar s blog end times blog
rapture - not being an american it is with some trepidation that i briefly comment on the u s elections i do follow them
closely because australia sadly has a long history of naively and unthinkingly following the whims and directions requests
emanating from the whitehouse, part fourteen the counterfeit rapture douglashamp com - ipsissimus i used to be in the
new age i was a psychic and steeped in channelling and ufo research one night at my request an alien appeared to me,
engineered climate cataclysm hurricane harvey - sharing credible and verifiable data is absolutely crucial in the fight to
expose and halt the ongoing climate engineering assault when incorrect or false data is propagated the critical cause of
exposing and halting climate engineering is harmed, stories written by nomad mr double - authors author page manage
author account author counter panel stories written by nomad i come and go with the seasons a true nomad while here i
chose of all the things that are available, u s discovered in the bible endtime ministries with - i believe that this is the
most exciting prophecy in the entire bible we have absolute proof that the united states can be discovered in the bible daniel
spake and said i saw in my vision by night and behold the four winds of the heaven strove upon the great sea and four great
beasts came up, the return of light - please read this introduction in many books introductions are breezed through or
skipped entirely we hope however that you will take the time to read these few pages, the twilight of the empire age
whose world will it be - by amir nour for the saker blog we can bomb the world to pieces but we can t bomb it into peace
michael franti david and goliath in an upside down world president donald trump doesn t seem to share georges
clemenceau s view that war is too serious a matter to be left to the military
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